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PRESS AND REVIEWS
“Their bodily choreography…is as entertaining
as their relentless

rhythms.”

“A percussive firestorm” - Chicago Tribune

“Creativity, stage presence, tremendous energy,
and bravura chops, too.”
“Be the Groove combines
rap, film, hip hop-influenced dance, and all manner of

percussion–drumline licks to body slaps
to create a series of tightly

choreographed pieces.”
- Chicago Reader

WHO WE ARE
Be the Groove is a rhythmic performance ensemble that believes rhythm is not just a beat—rhythm is
a mode of expression. This Chicago based group fuses a variety of movement, percussion, and rhythmic
techniques to create a unique style of its own. Through high-energy performances and a strong commitment to education, Be the Groove seeks to share its love of rhythm with people everywhere.
Formed in 2006 by Artistic Director Stephanie Paul and Executive Director Davora Sides, Be the
Groove has quickly established a reputation for entertaining audiences in the Chicago dance and arts
community. The ensemble has performed at such venues as Millenium Park’s Pritzker Pavilion, Ravinia
Festival, Old Town School of Folk Music, and festivals including Taste of Chicago, Dance Chicago,
Chicago Human Rhythm Project’s Global Rhythms, and the Magnificent Mile Lights Festival. In addition
to these public celebrations, throughout the year Be the Groove can be spotted locally at various
schools, dance studios and camps engaging audiences of all ages with interactive performances and
educational workshops that meld percussion and movement.
Be the Groove has also built a significant resume performing in private and corporate events including
the International Home and Housewares Show at McCormick Place, NeoCon’s World Trade Show at
Merchandise Mart and Sara Lee’s National Sales Conference.
Ensemble members are on staff at various music and dance schools in the Chicago area, and Be the
Groove is available to bring our workshops to you. Our unique brand of movement is an exercise that
anyone and everyone can jump into!

MISSION
Be the Groove is a performance ensemble dedicated to exploring new methods of rhythmic expression.
Through high energy and innovative performances, we strive to demonstrate the creative strength of
teamwork and collaboration. Be the Groove is deeply committed to education, teaching our unique
combination of dance, music, and percussion to people of all ages and backgrounds. We invite our audiences to experience the groove with us.

PERFORMANCES
Our performances will excite audiences of any age. A typical performance includes many of our rhythm-based pieces as well as
opportunities for audience participation. Performances generally last anywhere from 15 minutes to an hour and can be tailored to
your venue or school's needs (e.g. include a Q&A session). This is a great introduction to the Be the Groove style, especially when
paired with one of our workshops.

NOTABLE PERFORMANCES

RAVINIA FESTIVAL

SARA LEE SALES CONFERENCE

DANCE CHICAGO

MAGNIFICENT MILE LIGHTS PARADE

NAVY PIER

EMBRACE THE FIRE

DWYANE WADE’S CHICAGO HAS TALENT

OHIO NORTHERN UNIVERSITY

TASTE OF CHICAGO

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
BASKETBALL HALFTIME

CHICAGO HUMAN RHYTHM PROJECT’S
GLOBAL RHYTHMS

SELECTED REPERTOIRE
RICKEY HENDERSON: a dynamic body percussion
and drumming piece showcasing Be the Groove at
its technical and musical best

CONFERENCE CALL: A movement trio of three
different emotional and musical viewpoints.
Rhythm is used as a narrative device to develop
and evolve the performers’ relationships.

EPIC: grounded in traditional taiko drumming, Epic
expands upon the Japanese style by introducing
hip-hop rhythms and solo expression

PULSE: our signature piece; an energetic
combination of vocal percussion, hip-hop
choreography, body percussion, and movement
that captures the essence of Be the Groove

POLE TALK: a dynamic quintet of wooden poles
that weaves in and around a central rhythmic
theme

REPERTOIRE SHOW

A showcase of everything we do for any

audience

A Be the Groove repertoire show is a 75-90 minute exploration of all that
we do. This highly engaging performance showcases full bodied rhythm
making, theatrical drumming and dance, spoken word and audience
interaction. We guide audiences on a rhythmic journey that ranges from
moments of quiet stillness to vibrant, booming energy. A Be the Groove
show will appeal to the most experienced theater or dance patron, or
audience members who are seeing their first live performance!

COLLECTIVE BEAT

An exciting

performance designed for students

Collective Beat is a great way to introduce Be the Groove to your school, library, or
community center. Featuring four BTG ensemble members, Collective Beat
encourages learning through performance by challenging audience members to
explore rhythm in a fun, educational, and interactive way. Through percussion, dance,
and participation, we ask our audience members to redefine what rhythm is, how it is
made, and what role rhythm plays in their lives.
Collective Beat promotes the value of being an ensemble, a group working together.
The performance examines why individuality is crucial to a group’s identity and how both “the parts” and “the whole”
that make up any group are equally important.
The performers push the audience towards being open to the unexpected,
leading them to discover surprising things about the people and the world
surrounding them.
Collective Beat was specifically created to engage young artists, to begin
conversations about the arts, and to inspire audiences to seek out new ways
to groove on their own, making it ideal for grades K-12. Each performance is tailored to the
specific age group of the audience. When coupled with workshops or a BTG residency,
Collective Beat is an effective and illustrative introduction to the rhythmic arts, or it can stand
alone as a comprehensive educational performance.
Regardless of the setting, Collective Beat generates an exciting energy that will leave your
group enthusiastic about rhythm and performance!

EDUCATIONAL OFFERINGS
WORKSHOPS

A great introduction to the Be the Groove techniques
Great for any age or group. Workshops can range from
specifically themed topics (e.g. "Teambuilding", "Improvisation",
"Risk"), to exploring technique, to "Be the Groove 101"—which
covers a variety of skills and concludes with a short studentperformed piece!

Focus on a specific

MASTER CLASSES

technical skill

These singular classes focus specifically on technique
and/or style. The classes offer unique BTG perspective
on the movement and percussive skills students already
possess. Master classes challenge students to apply
their strong skill base to new mediums, with fresh attention to style. Generally reserved for intermediate to
advanced students of movement and/or percussion.

INTENSIVES

An
These programs typically span 2-4 days. The classes are
shorter in length, but are packed with activity. Though they
may be structured around comprehensive BTG techniques,
these classes usually target specific skills, technique, and
style. Generally reserved for students with an established
base in movement and/or percussion.

RESIDENCIES
The classes offer an extended, broad education that
thoroughly explores the foundations of rhythm. Then we
build upon the basics. Residencies and Interim Workshops
can culminate with a short student-performed piece. They
can incorporate performances by Be the Groove company
members as well.

BIOGRAPHIES
STEPHANIE PAUL (Co-Founder, Artistic Director), a native New Yorker, has proudly called Chicago her home since
2002. While attending Northwestern University, she discovered her passion for rhythm as a member of Boomshaka, NU’s dance/drum
ensemble and as a student of Billy Siegenfeld, Jump Rhythm Jazz Project’s Artistic Director. After co-directing Boomshaka for two
years, Stephanie graduated from Northwestern in 2006 with an undeniable need to continue creating, performing and educating. Be
the Groove is the realization of that desire. When not performing with Be the Groove, Stephanie teaches a unique combination of hip
hop dance and body percussion at Dance Center Evanston and Lake Forest Dance Academy, where she also is the Artistic Director
of LFDA’s Hip Hop Evolution performance companies. Stephanie is also a proud Urban Gateways teaching artist and a Resident Artist
with Albany Park Theater Project. She has been on faculty for the Chicago National Association of DanceMasters and created choreography for Northwestern University’s Danceworks and the Evanston Dance Ensemble. Stephanie’s approach to dance instruction is
founded in the usage of rhythm as a means of motivating development of ensemble and individual self-confidence. She loves rhythm
and hopes that you do too.

KEVIN DURNBAUGH (Associate Artistic Director) Kevin has immersed himself Chicago’s arts scene since graduating
from Northwestern in June 2006. He has built scenery with Ravenswood Studios, designed props for Lookingglass Theatre, danced
A LOT, designed scenery for Redtwist Theatre and performed in various musicals. Favorite shows include Knute Rockne: All American
at Theater at the Center, and Kiss Me Kate with Light Opera Works. In addition to being a part of the Be the Groove ensemble and
directing team, he is currently a company member of the Jump Rhythm Jazz Project under the direction of Billy Siegenfeld. With JRJP,
he performs across the globe and teaches their unique rhythmic style to dancers everywhere. Kevin has also recently embarked as a
teaching artist with the non-profit Urban Gateways.
JASON HANGGI (Director of Operations) has been banging on stuff and being loud ever since he was a young child.
In school, he focused that energy through percussion, honing his musicality performing with various symphonic and orchestral
ensembles and building his chops in drumline. At Northwestern, Jason performed with and composed for the percussion and dance
ensemble Boomshaka for four years and directed for two. He music directed and composed for Wave Production’s performance of
Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale set in Japanese style and music. He was also a member of the touring jazz/funk/rock band Buddha’s
Belly for four years. Jason currently also plays with the bands Funk in the Trunk and The Mediocre Fight.

CLIENT RESPONSE
"Outstanding! They do such a great

job of connecting with one another and the children.
do a great job of telling stories through movement.”

They

Maureen Cheever, Principal, Hubbard Woods Elementary School

challenged our students and opened new
ways of thinking about movement and rhythm for our students. The company was inspiring"

"Having Be the Groove in residence was fantastic! They

Laurie Bell, Director of Dance, Ohio Northern University
"Thank

you so so much! Everyone had a great time and they were still talking
about it this morning. The energy was really positive all night!”
Kristin Waltz, Coordinator of Volunteer Projects, Teen Living Programs
"Our students were thoroughly engaged by Be the Groove. Within three hours, they had learned
a choreographed routine. Everyone came out of the workshop with a smile on their face."
Bea Rashid, Director, Dance Center Evanston

CONTACT INFORMATION
For general information, please visit www.bethegroove.com or email info@bethegroove.com

Stephanie Paul

Kevin Durnbaugh

Artistic Director

Associate Artistic Director

stephanie.paul@bethegroove.com

kevin.durnbaugh@bethegroove.com

847-219-3353

708-466-7969

Jason Hanggi
Director of Operations

jason.hanggi@bethegroove.com
847-867-7046

